
Data Visualisation Workshop
Feedback Summary
Principles & Applications with Interactive Plots Supplementary
Workshop for the IMPRS - gBGC in Jena on December 4 - 6, 2017.

Instructed by Dr. Rick Scavetta.

Reporting 12 questionnaires from 12 participants.

Average overall rating: 9.6/10

What are your impressions of the workshop?

1 Very helpful to get a nice overview.

2 Constructive and engaging learning experience.

3 Best data visualization workshop I ever had.

4 Very helpful and understandable.

5 Well-structured and quite interesting.

6 A lot of input that is greatly appreciated but will require “digestion time”. Thank you!



7 The theory was great and very applicable. The Second day was good but was depressing as slight
changes in the script messed up the whole function :( It’s just my too low R-knowledge!

8 Very eager instructor, who really wants us to understand and learn how to build nice graphs.

9 As much as one can wish for in just 2 days.

10 Good workshop which helps us understand data visualization better.

11

12 The workshop was showing how huge the possibilities are to present data and therefore how
important it is to think clearly about what you want to show. This was really mind-opening.

Additional comments:

1 Would be good to have two people on day 2 to answer questions and help with working on our own
data.

2 Please do the course more often! It was really helpful and more people should be able to learn these
skills.

3

4

5 The class and lessons are intense and quite fast-paced; however, the instructor was very good.

6 Maybe one where all the class has to code with the same data set to better compare different styles
(but that would require more time).

7 Thank you very much for you great course! I liked it a lot!

8 Even though my previous knowledge of R wasn’t that high, I could follow the course quite easily and
managed some nice plots in the exercise part :)

9

10

11

12

Which topics would you have liked to be covered that were not taught?

1 Maybe how to change fonts.



2

3 I think for 2 days, the topics were fine.

4

5 None that I can think of.

6

7 Overlaying box plots with dot plots.

8

9

10 Maps.

11

12

What improvements would you make to the workshop?

1 More assistance in working on our own files.

2

3

4

5 Maybe add more time i.e. 1 extra day. It was quite intense for 2 days.

6 The last part of the coding exercise was a bit fast. Maybe take a bit more time on this.

7 More “hands on” training with R.

8

9

10 If it can be extended a little bit longer, we can discuss more topics and details.

11

12 More time to present results and discuss these. Work on some smaller exercises to cover different
things.


